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JAZZ CO-ORDINATION & PERFORMANCE 

by Eric Myers 

_________________________________________________________ 

his article has been written to debate the proposition that jazz co-ordination 
eats up funds that would be better spent on performance. “Tell me one 
performance that has come about through jazz co-ordination”, a leading figure 
in the jazz world recently declared. He spoke of jazz co-ordination as if it had 

nothing to do with performance. When I hear such inane talk I’m flabbergasted. 
 
Still, those who believe that jazz co-ordination is a valuable and cost-effective way of 
delivering Government assistance to jazz have to concede that some people find it 
difficult to see the connection between performance and an infrastructure like jazz 
co-ordination. It often is an abstract one. Jazz co-ordinators work behind the scenes, 
and it’s not obvious from a performance who is behind the scenes. Some research is 
required to make the connection. But, it is relatively easy to substantiate that jazz 
coordination leads to performances. 
 
For example, from the co-ordination program operating out of Sydney: 
 
1/ Assistance to numerous musicians applying to arts funding authorities for 
subsidies to tour, to record, to stage a series of performances, to commission 
compositions, etc. When the applications are successful, these activities result in 
performances, and many hundreds have come about in this way since the advent of 
the program in NSW. 
 
Consider the following instance of jazz co-ordination: 
 
In 1986 I encouraged Dale Barlow, following his return to Australia from overseas, to 
apply to the Australia Council under International Touring for the quartet The 
Wizards of Oz to tour Europe. There was a larger objective involved than just 
securing performances for the Wizards. The then Music Board of the Australia 
Council was getting virtually no applications from jazz ensembles under the 
International Touring program, because it was widely considered impossible for a 
group to confirm its itinerary by the Board’s required closing date; by that date, most 
European festivals were simply not making final decisions on their programs. 
 
A way into this funding program was needed, so I suggested an experimental 
strategy: Dale should apply on the basis of a proposed itinerary, devised from our 
knowledge - gleaned from previous tours organised by Musica Viva (eg Pyramid, The 
Benders) – of festivals and venues most likely to book the quartet. If the application 
was funded, then we would do our best, with the assistance of Musica Viva, to make 
the tour a reality when the European festivals were actually booking their artists. The 
strategy was successful. A grant of $15,140  was awarded to The Wizards of Oz in 
1986, and the tour took place in 1988. It wasn’t easy to get the performances, but 
they were eventually secured. So, performance opportunities in Europe were created 
for Dale, Paul Grabowsky, Lloyd Swanton and Tony Buck, (and indirectly for other 
ensembles who later used use the same strategy). 
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The Wizards of Oz, L-R, Paul Grabowsky, Lloyd Swanton, Dale Barlow, Tony Buck: 

their 1998 European tour came about through jazz co-ordination... 

2/ The formation in 1984 of the contemporary jazz organisation Sydney Improvised 
Music Association (SIMA), which was an initiative of the NSW jazz co-ordination 
program. This initiative institutionalised performances of contemporary jazz in 
Sydney, and has led to many hundreds of performances entrepreneured by SIMA 
over the last ten years. 
 
3/ Lobbying Stephen Hall at the Sydney Festival to establish Midsummer Jazz as an 
annual event in The Domain, which commenced in 1985. This led to performances by 
many jazz groups over ten years from 1985-1994. 
 
4/ The Australian Jazz Orchestra (AJO), which was funded by the Australian 
Bicentennial Authority to perform in 1988. What was achieved here could only have 
come about by virtue of the National Jazz Co-ordination Program. My objective was  
to create something worthwhile out of what might have been a lost opportunity. 
Firstly, a group of people, including the promoter Peter Brendlé, were mobilised to 
ensure that the Bicentennial Authority actually had a major jazz project. Until our  
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Sydney Festival director Stephen Hall (left), pictured here with Dame Joan 

Sutherland: he was successfully lobbied to inaugurate in 1985 the annual 

Midsummer Jazz concert in Sydney’s Domain…  

initiative no major jazz project was planned for the Bicentennial arts program 
(despite massive expenditure on other musical and art forms). 
 

 

Six members of the Australian Jazz Orchestra in performance, 1988. Front, L-R, 

Dale Barlow, Don Burrows. Rear, (somewhat out of focus), L-R, Doug de Vries, 

Warwick Alder, Bob Venier, James Morrison… 
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Once the existence of the project was ensured I used whatever influence I had, to: a/ 
encourage the selection of the players on the basis of musical excellence, and not on 
the whims of one musician only: b/ ensure that the group - an Australian, rather than 
a Sydney, orchestra - included a Melbourne contingent; c/ ensure that the emphasis 
in the band’s repertoire was on Australian composition. This project, one of the 
richest in Australian jazz history, with a turnover of $250,000, was administered by 
the Jazz Co-ordination Association of NSW. The end-result of these initiatives was a 
great number of performances by the AJO in 1988:  two tours of Australia, and one 
tour of the USA. 
 
5/ Organisation of a three-weeks tour of the Soviet Union by The Engine Room in 
1989, which I accompanied at the invitation of the Russian Jazz Federation. Contacts 
which were made on that trip led to other tours of Russia in the following years, eg 
The Last Straw (1990), Lewis & Young (1990), Clarion Fracture Zone (1992) and 
Mark Isaacs (1994). 
 

 

The Engine Room, L-R, Steve Elphick, John Pochée, Roger Frampton: three-weeks 

tour of the Soviet Union in 1989… 
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6/Performances in Indonesia in early 1993 by Dale Barlow, Tony Buck and Steve 
Elphick in the company of various Indonesian musicians including Indra Lesmana 
(documented in JazzChord, 11, Jan/Feb, 1993). 
 

 

Indonesian pianist Indra Lesmana (right), pictured here with his sister Mira, in 

Indonesia, 1993: touring there with Dale Barlow, Tony Buck and Steve 

Elphick…PHOTO CREDIT ERIC MYERS 

7/If these examples of performance resulting from jazz co-ordination, drawn from 
random, are too far in the past to impress the cynical, how about a more current 
activity? If the Red Onion Jazz Band goes to Argentina and other Latin American 
countries in 1995 as a result of a recent approach to Justin Macdonnell Promotions, 
 

 

The Red Onion Jazz Band, 1994 (L-R) John Scurry, Richard Miller, Allan Browne, 
Brett Iggulden, Howard Cairns, Bill Howard: they may go Argentina and other 
Latin American countries in 1995 as a result of an  approach to Justin Macdonnell 
Promotions... 
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will this not lead to performances? Furthermore, as has happened in the past, a tour 
by the Red Onions may well lead to tours by other groups following in their footsteps.  
 

All these things have happened through the jazz co-ordination program operating 
out of Sydney, even though the program is not primarily about seeking 
performances. In the future, performance might be a much higher priority in the jazz 
co-ordination programs. If that is the case, then how much more might be achieved 
in this area? 
 

It is often far more beneficial to the scene if jazz co-ordinators, rather than individual 
musicians, have control over access to performance. History shows that, if individual 
musicians break new ground in performance, there is no guarantee that other 
musicians will have access to those opportunities. Jazz co-ordinators, if they break 
new ground in performance, seek to spread those opportunities to ensembles of 
excellence which have previously been denied such opportunities. 
 

As an example of this, see the list of overseas tours published in JazzChord, 13, 
May/Jun, 1993, which have come about through co-operation between Musica Viva 
and the national jazz co-ordination program. Groups listed there include Bob 
Barnard Jazz Band (NSW), Four On The Floor (WA), Paul Grabowsky Music (Vic, 
tour not taken up), The Last Straw (NSW), Chris Ludowyk’s Society Syncopators 
(Vic), The Engine Room (NSW),  Dale Barlow Quartet (NSW, tour not taken up), 
Marie Wilson Quartet (NSW), Keith Hounslow’s Jazzmakers (NSW), Clarion 
Fracture Zone (NSW), Paul Furniss Trio (NSW), Onaje (Vic), Helen Matthews 
Quartet (WA), and Graeme Norris Quartet (NSW).  
 

 
 

Graeme Norris Quartet, L-R, saxophonist Norris, pianist Jann Rutherford, 
drummer Alan Turnbull, bassist Nicki Parrott: touring for Musica Viva…PHOTO 
CREDIT PATRICIA NUTTER 
 
When these groups ventured overseas, did they not perform? 
 

To those who cannot see the connection between jazz co-ordination and 
performance, I ask ‘what’s the problem?’ I’d be grateful if they could look at the 
evidence, which speaks for itself. 


